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Anxiety has been widely acknowledge& as an important
aspebt of sport performance (risher, L979ai Martens, L9771 .
Anxiety has been shown not only to affect the psychological
performance of the athlete by inhibiting the cognitive
functioning necessary for concentration and attentional
direction and focus, but also to inhibit the physical aspects
of performance. Thb nature of anxiety reactions in basketball
was investigated. The study probed athletes' perceptions of
and reactions to anxiety-eliciting sport situations in dn
attempt to give insight into why athldtes behave as they do in
specific situations. Subjects (ry=aO) were selected from four
ECAC Division I and III varsity and junior varsity basketball
teamsLd.irr.irig the L979 basketball season. Each athrete was
administered the following five paper-and-pencil inventories:
s-R inventory of anxiousness in basketbarl, personal behavior
scale (PBS), similarity of basketball situations, fllinois
Competition Questionnaire (SCAT), and the personal assessment
questionnaire (eag1. Upon analysis of the individual differ_
ences data, three-dimensional solutions were found for
perception and reaction. The dimensions were labered as
follows: uncertainty of outcome--Dimension r, ego threat--
Dimension rr, and anticipation--Dimension rrr. The analysis of
individual differences acr6ss athretes was based on a three_
dimensional sorution of the situational perception and reaction
:,iT
responses. Through these subject maps it was shown that there
are personal, id.iosyncratic, cognitive schemas that viill affect
perception and reaction. Through factor match analysis three-
factor solutions were also found for both perception and
reaction. Factor I was shown to be ego threat. Factor II
was shown to be uncertainty of outcome. However, for perception,
Factor III was shown to be threat of failure, whereas, for
reaction, Factor III was anticipation. The coefficient of
congrueiice for the perception and the reaction data for Factor I
was .95, for Factor If was .38, and for Factor III was .05.
The overall coefficient of congruence was .77. This analysis
supported previous literature. It appears that situations per-
ceived as simifar will be responded to in similar waysr arid that
each athlete wiif have a personal cognitive schema that affects
perception and reactions. The ANOVA's conducted on the mediat-
ing variables of anxiety responses reached signif-icance 
'at 
the
.05 leve1 for uncertainty of outcome by competition anxiety,
competition anxiety by abiiity, and competition anxiety by
success. The ANOVATs accepted using the .10 level of significance
were ego threat by compatition anxie.ty, uncertainty of outcome
by success, and uncertainty of outcome by ability. The test of
directionality of all anxiety hypotheses revealed that L2 of 15
results supported the folloi,,ring f indings: (a) athletes who







ｉ sport situations than athletes with low competfltion trait
I







more uncertainty anxiety than internal locus of control
athletes, (c) external locus of control athletes do not"report
'more ego threat. anxiety than internal locus of control athletes,
(d) athletes who see their past as being successful do not
report more uncertainty anxi€ty, (e) athletes who perceive
their ability as high do not report more anticipation anxiety,
(f) those athletes who report their past basketball history as
successful perceive a greater internal locus of control than
those athletes who view their past as less successful, 
""U
(g) athletes who perceive their ability and success as high
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The assessment of personality and the sources of variance
in behavior are important issues in research being conducted
presently in psychology as well as sport. The interest of
the sport researcher has been drawn to the area of personality
due to the great emphasis put on success in sport in our
society. 'Coaches, athletes, and physical educators are
continually searching for methods of improving sport perform-
ance. One of the main aspects within the study of personality
in sport is anxiety. It is generally held that excess anxiety
is a debilitating factor in the success of sPort performance
(Nideffer, 1976). Therefore, research into the realm of I
anxiety is of great value in attaining the goals of increasing
sport performance and understanding personality-
Research into the area of sport performance has taken
several directions. These tangents stem from-three main
"psychological campsr" the situationists, the trait theorists,
and the interactionists. The situationists view behavior as
a function of the environment. They view situational or
environmental factors as having the primary impact on behavior,
therefore they- see behavior as situation specific (ttlischel,
1969). The trait theorists see the person as the primaiy
influence on behavior. This group of theorists view traits as
the fundamental units of personality. These traits are seen as
stable and for the most part..-unchanging. Thus, this model
2
suggests that. behavior is consistent across sifuatj-ons for
the individual (Cattell, L963a). Both of these "camps" seem
to be severely restrictive in the explanation of behavior.
Interactionism is the newest of the current models of
personality. Within this conceptual framework behavior is
explained as being affected by both situation and person
factorso  lnteractiona■  theorュ sts state that the ■nteraction
between the s■ tuation and the ■ndiv■dua■ is of paramount
importance ■n accounting for behav■ ora■ var■ anceo  This mode■
views the situation as being affected by the person's indi―
vidua■ perception based on past experience′  and the、 person Varia―
bles‐aslb1lig lnO■ fiё d・by the stttati品 ″in_therSe■ e■■6辞 6r「
the environment by the individua■  (End■ er′  ■975).  ThiS mode■
conceptua■ izes behav■ oral cons■ stency in teェ llls of a COntinuous
■nteraction of person and s■ tuation regulated by,cogn■ tive
function■ ng.
In order to begin to understand behav■ or′  and in an attemp■ .
to ■mprove or predict perfoェ lllance′  the reciproca■  interaction
between person and s■ tuation must be understood.  The component
pieces of the person and the s■ tuation′  a■ong w■th an unoer―
standing of the individua■ is cognitive processing′  must be
rea■ized.  工t is the mediating variab■ es discussed by End■ er
(■978)that must be studiedo  End■ er (■978)sees Structura■ ′
motivationa■ ′ and content variab■ es as having primary inf■ uence
on behav■ oro  The structura■  var■ ab■es ■nc■ude factors such
as ■nte■■igence′  abi■ities′  and competence.  content var■ ab■es





threat or anticipation perceived in a situation.. The moti-
vational variables are drives, motives' values, and attitudes
which maintain or direct behavior.
The concept of individuat differences is an extremely
important tenet in interactionism. Individual differences
re f er'to1 the.. inaitriaua t - ata -. idiosync::atic- thaii_c te ri s ti'c s -
the person uses to influence behavior. These individual
differences are determined by the unique interplay of the
mediating variables on the individual. In speaking specifi-
cally of athletes' individual d.ifferences, it is appropriate
and intuitively reasonable to investigate content variables
such as perception and reaction, motivational variables such
as locus of control and expectancy of success, and structural
variables such as rating of ability. Through the investigation
of the mediating variables a better understanding of the
manner in which athletes derive their anxiety responses may
become clearer (risher, L979al -
In the process of researching the manner in which
athletes react to anxiety-eliciting sport situations, there
are several approaches. One is to deal with group averages.
This method has severe limitations in that the result is the
"average" of all responses. This method does not accurately
represent'the ind.ividual responses. The second is to account
for responses individ.ual by individual. This method does not
give the researcher the ability to be able to make generali-
zations about group responses. The third method is a multi-
dimensional scaling technique that alIows for the portrayal
of the iriaiviaual within the group nmap" of responses
(Fisher, L979al i For obvious reasons this is a most appro-
.I
priate method by which to study individual differences
Through the development of the multidimensional scaling
technique of individual differences, the nature of anxiety
reactions in sport can be investigated. Increased description,
explanation, and prediction of sport anxiety are the main
thrusts of this thesis
Scope of Problem
This thesis investigates the hature of anxiety reactions,
in basketball. The study probes athletes' perceptions of
and reactions to anxiety-eliciting sport situations in an'-
attempt to give insight into why athletes behave as they do in
specific situatiohs. Five paper-and-pencil inventories, all 
,
designed to ascertain idiosyncratic aspects of the athletes'
cognitive schemas that influence perception of situations, were
emp.loyed to facilitate this investigation.
Subjects (ry=aO) were. selected from four ECAC Division I
and III varsity and junior varsity basketball teams, during
'the LgTg basketball season. Each athlete was admiriistered
the following five paper-and.-pencil inventories: S-R
inventory of anxiousness in basketball, personal behavi.or
scale (PBS), similarity of basketball situations, Illinois
Competition Questionnaire (SCAT), and the personal assessment
questionnaire (PAQ).
Statemeht of Problem
The perceptions and reactions of basketbarr athretes to
anxiety-eliciting basketbalt situations were. investigated.
-1
/
The data gathered were used to formulate answers to the
following important questions:
1. Along what diinensions do athletes perceive anxiety.-
eliciting sport situations?
2. Along what dimensions do athletes respond to
anxiety-eliciting sport situations?
3. What are itre important factorsr or mediating
viriables, influencing perception of and reaction to anxiety-
eliciting sport situations?
Significance of Problem
Anxiety has been widely acknowledged as an important
aspect of sport performance (Fisher , L97ddi;ftafi,ens;'ti11l .
t:.
Anxiety has been shown not only to affect the psychological
performance of the athlete by inhibiting the cognitive
functioning nec-essary for concentration and attentional
direction and focus, but also lt-o inhibit the physical aspects
of performance. This physical limitation is caused, in p6rt,
through increased muscular tension that constricts flexi-
bility and coordination and inhibits reaction time (mideffer,
L976).
Sport psychologists, physical ed.ucators, and coaches
have become increasingly interested in anxiety and the "how's"
and "why'",' of its exhibition in the personality of athleteS.
The ultimate goal in sport personality research is to be able
to predict or modify be,havior of individuals within the sport





must have an understanding of the make-up of the athlete's
personality. The thrust of this investigation is to examine
individual differences in personality, since that is the only
way to give insight into individual behavior. This is achieved
through an indiviCual differences scaling analysis whereby the
relative position of each subject is portrayed within the group
space. Thus, the data are not biased to individuals or group
behavior, but portray the individual difference's within the
group structure.
Ryan (tg76) states realistically that we do not have the
knowledge at the present time'to predict individual behavior;
however, a foundation must be laid. in order to achieve this goal.
This foundation includes description and explanation of behavior
through a clearer knowledge of the organization of anxiety
reactions.
HyPotheses
1. Situations perceived as similar will be responddd to
in a similar way.
2. Athletes' reactions will be distributed along ego
threat, uncertaiity of outcome, and anticipation dimensions.
3. There *rrr^-O. pErsonal cognitive schemas that witl
affect perception and reactions.
4. High competition trait anxious athietes will see greater
ego threat in sport situations than low competition trait
anxious athletes.
5. External locus of control athletes will report more!




' 6. Internal locus of control athletes will see greater ego*
thredt in sport situations than Jxternal locus of control
athletes.
7. Athletes who see their past as being successfutiwill
report more uncertainty anxiety.
8. Athletes who perceive their ability as high wiLl
report more anticipation anxiety.
g. Those athletes who report their past basketball
history as successful will perceive a greater internal locus
of control than those attrletes who view their past as less
successful.
10. Athletes who perceive their ability and success, as
high will have low competition anxiety.
Definition of Terms
The following terms have been included with a definition
to clarify the exact connotation used in this thesis:
Anxiety: Arousal plus a cognitive worry component.
Basketba■ ■ athlete:1｀ ■ёi減処r「 Of子ざ卜、たItity^bF~ju重Ⅲ ル
varsity ECAC Division I or III level basketball team in the
L979 basketball season.
Locus of control: Assigned. governance of situation
outcome to the internal or external environment.
Perception: The impression or expectation derived from
a stimulus..
Personal assessment questionnaire (pAe): Ability and
past success measurement inventory. '
1
1    =
|    
‐
Personal behavior scale (PBS)jj rnternal-external locus
;
of control inventory.
Reaction: Se1f-report response to a situation.
Simi■arity σf basketpa■ ュ sityュtiOnS inventory:  Measure
of perceived simi■arity betwёen a■■ pattrs of ■8 basketba■ ■
s■tuations of the S―R_ nvёntOry of anx■ ousness ■n basketbal■ .
‐
SpOrt'こ 6hざ百[fl16PAttxゴёゼシ■ ご t‐
口




: ,MqasЧ宅  o■ '
reported response to anxiety― e■ iciting basketba■ ■ situations.
State anxie,y:  Anxiety in a given moment or situation.
Trait anド■9ty:  Anxiety perceivё d through most situationse
｀                  Assumptions of Study
The fo■ ■ow■ng were the assumptions made ■n this Study:
■. The ath■etes answered a■ ■ test questions honest■ y
and ma■ nta■ned concentration and effort in comp■ eting a■ ■
■nventor■eso  To ensure this the ath■ etes were al■ owed to
■nterrupt the testing at any po■ nt to take a break.  工t was
a■ so stressed that the subjects could withdraw from the   ‐
■nvestigation at any time they ■ost mOtivattton′  or fe■t that
they could not honest■ y assess the■ r perceptions′  reactions′
or persona■ character■stics.
2. The ■nventor■es used were the best measurement
cr■ ter■ a aga■nst which to test the hypOthesese
3. The subjects were ab■ e tO relate to the situationS
presented′  e■ther through ilnagination or persona■  exper■ ence0
4. The subjects were ab■ e to accurately ascertain the
persona■ intens■ ty of reactions to s■ tuations.
5. The subjects were able to accurately report their
perceptions and reactions on paper-and-pencil tests.
Delimitations of Study
The following were d.elimitations imposed oh this study:
1. The study involved only male, college-aged varsity
and junior varsity basketball athletes in the ECAC Division
I and III levels.
2. Locus of control' success, competition anxi€tY, and'
iUifity were the only mediating data collected.
- Limitations of Study
The following were the limitations Presented in this
investigation:
I. The results can only be generalized to basketball
athlet"es competing on ECaC Division I and III varsity and
junior varsity basketball teams..
2. The S-R i nventory of anxiousne"ss in basketball, simi-
larity of basketball situation inventory, PBSr- and PAQ all
appear to have face and ecological validitf but their
statistical validities have not been established.
chapter 2
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE
Persona■ity Theory
within the structure of persona■ ity research app■ icaぢle
to the fie■ d of sport psycho■ ogy there appear to be three
major theories of conceptua■ ization of behavioro  These are
situationism′  persono■ ogism′  and interactionismo  A■ ■ three
of these theories find two primary inf■ uences on behavior′ .
the person and the s■ tuationo  However′  the,tl・ iёories diffとr
on the re■ ative ■mportance assigned to these ■nf■uencese
The situationa■  mode■ has its foundation ■aid on the
■nfluence of the s■tuation or external enV工 rOnment being of
greatest sign■ ficance.  This theory can be diagraIImed as
B』 fヽiⅢb翁薔here fi.rёゴreSe,tS・fthё ―bこ轟 ャlori ahいЁ F`preseftま
ゴ ´
the envュ ronment.  Within this mode■  ar■ ses the v■ ew that
behav■or ■s s■ tuation spec■ fic and can on■ y be predicted ≒n
that situation.  Mische■  (■ 968)regardS this situationa■
theory as the antithesis Of persono■ ogism′  and states that
behav■ora■ var■ ation ■s.due to env■ ronmenta■ var■ ation.
contemporary socia■ behavior theorists such as Mische■  (■ 968)
and Rottざ r (■ 954′  ■961)viewed behavior as being governed by
environmental factorso  Mische■  (■ 973)′  howeVer′  appeared to
modify his ear■ ier thinking in emphasizing persoha■  factors as
a contributory inf■uence on behavior。
The sさcond mode■  of pёrsOnality is persono■ ogェ Sm′  a■ so
ca■■ed the trait theory.  工t gives weight to the idea of the




of behavior. This theory utilizes traits or stable elements
of personality to define personality dimensions and explain
individual differences. Allport (1937) de'fined traits as
predispositions to respond in a certain manner wtrfcn dre
not situation specific..but rather :enduring. . A iarge-contrii
butor to the trait theory was Cattell (1963a, 1963b, 1965,
1971) with the development of the 15PF personality inventory.
This is used to identify and measure traits within individual
personality. Cattell viewed traits as the basic building
blocks of personality. This theory may be written ds B = f (f)'r"
where B represents the behavior and P represents the person.
Within the trait theory the external environment or situation
is recognized as having a small cbntributory factor, but
appears to be almost or entirely overlooked in the actual
prediction of behavior
The last theory to be discussed is the interactional
theory of behavior. Endler and Magnusson (1976b) state that
with sophistication comes the convergence of the other theories
of personality toward the interactional paradigirn. Inter-
actionism equates both environmental and personality factors
'ds contributing significantly to behavior. It is diagrammed
as B = f (P x E), where B represents the behavior, P represents
the person, and E represents the environment. This approach
is supported by Ekehammar (L974) when he asserts that
personality must be approached as a whole rather than as
pieces approached independently and unrelaiedly.














to Lewih (f936) where he constructed. a theory of inter'actionism
and described it in terms of, Iife space. This was an inter-
action'of'environment and person. Koffka" (1935) , Lewin (1936) '
and Murray (.1938) early supported interactionism using differ-
ent operationhlizations of terms in defining environment.
However, they all agreed that there were an external and an
internal environment. Murray I s (1938) conceptualization of
the environment in terms of the alpha and beta press is stiLl
alive today, but emphasis appears to be more on the psycho-
logical environment (beta press) as evidenced by cognitive
reformulations of many psychological theories (Oember, L974i
Fisher, L977bl .
More recently the trend in personality research has been
away from the. development of theories and more toward the
development of sub-theories of behavior with some support
gained through research (Ekehammar, L974). Sells (1963a,
1963b, Lg66) suggests that a better understanding of pei-
sonality would be achieved if the sources of situational variance
' were isolated and if measures of the stimulus situation were
obtained. Generally, if we are to get a true understand.ing
of behavior, we are going to need an understanding of the
psychological aspects of both the situation and the person.
Bowers (1973), Magnusson (1971), and Rausch, Dittman,
and Taylor (1959a) all recognized the complexity of personality
and behavior. They also recognized that in any given situation,
depending on perception, more weight may be.given to 'either
















to extricate the perSbn and Lituation varianc€r.gndler,
Hunt, and Rosenstein (L962) developed a S-R-Inventory of
Anxiousness to investigate anxiety reactions. The S-R
inventory is a paper-and-pencil self-report measurement tool
designed to determine the responses of the individual to
predetermined situations. The S-R inventory, when analyzed,
apportions total behavioral variance of anxiety into Person,
situation, mode of response, interactional, and residual
variance. Self-report measures, in dealing with individual
perception and reaction, seem to be the only viable method
of data.collection, since observational techniques would be,
more impractical (Endler et aI., L962) .
Within the discussion of intdractionism, Magnusson
and End1er (Lg77) discuss four main concepts of the paradigm.
These concepts show the parameters of interactionism.
1. Actual Lehavior is a function of a continuous
process or multidirectional interaction (feedback).
between individuals and the situations they encounter.
2. The individual is an intentional agent in this
interaction process.
3. On the person side of th.e interaction, the
cognitive factors are the essential d.eterminants of
behavior, although emotional factors can not be discouirted.
i'" '^ 4. On the situation side of the interaction, the
psychologiciil meaning of the situation for the indi-
vidual is.the most important determining fefrotsg. *:Pil1-6'
The concept of reciprocal causation has been discussed by
____二__ _ __― ―    ――一―
一
  ~  =J ・ヽ ‐
■4
Bandura (1978), Magnusson and End1er (L977) | Overt6n and
Reese (1973), and Pervin (1968) . In the concept of reciprocal
causation not only does the situation affect the behavior of
the person, but the person also influences the situation.
Bandura (1978) illustrates this with an example of television
viewing behavior. He explains that the environment of what.is
broadcast on television influences what the person will choose
to watch and perceive. Viewer perception will influence
individual preference, and preference will ultimately affect
which television programs will continue and. which will be dis-
continued. This everyday example of reciprocal determinism
exemplifies the interactional principle in'that a person selects
and interprets the situation and also that the situations that
are available determine behavior. The interactional model
adopts this principle.
Behavioral consistericy can be e4plained by the situations
one chooses and the interpretations of those situations
(trndler & Magnusson, 1976a). Fisher (L977al views perception
as being of major importance to behavioral consistency. He
claims that behavior is more similar across situations that
are viewed as being related than in situd.tions viewed as being
dissimilar. From this he suggests that one method for stud.ying
the consistency of behavior question would be to look at
reactions to categories of situations that have.personal
meaning for individuals and are viewed as being similar.
Magnusson (1971) sees behavioral consistency as being mediated




turn‐onels reactions to situations.  工n a■■ cases cited′
perception is seen as,having mejOr impOrtance to consistent
behav■ ora■ responses.                       ′    _
Perception
ilThe tteaningや (perception)of the situation appears to
be an essentia■  and inf■ uentia■  s■tuation factor that affects
d person's behavior" (Ender′  ■977′  p.4b4■ド. メ,3fbeゴti6h
obv■ous■y is assoc■ ated w■ th some type of menta■  process。
It is a se■ ective process of integratiOn.  The process of
perception re■ ates to awareness′  recogn■ tion′  and mean■ng ¬
′assigned to env■ ronmental and person cues, and a re■ atiopship
to past experience (MisChel′  ■969)。
crow and Hammond (■ 957)discuSs perception as the amount
of know■edge the ■ndiv■ dua■ br■ngs to the s■ tuatione  Bandura
(■965)and MiSChe■  (■ 973)both refer to perceう tiOn as a
process‐ of encoding and grouping information from stimu■ us
■nput.  工n genera■ ′ a■■ of the c■ ted authors recogn■ze that a
se■ective procё ss of assimilating cues from the envir6nment′
process■ng these cues ■n the bra■ n based on past ёxper■ence′
aゴd then using the derived perception to influence behavior
is the individua■ es perception of the situation.  perception
■s an approach to the study of psycho■ ogica■ sign■ficance。 .
It can be studied Ⅲby the use of an individua■ 's perceptions
of situations.  This method emp■ oys percё ived simi■ ar■ tェ es
wherein the subject is given ぜwo situations and,asked tO
rate the degree of simi■ arity of the paired situations.
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techniques to obtain sittiation classification (Magnusson &
Ekehammar, 1975).
The- INDSCAL procedure, designed by Carroll and Chang
(1970), allows for tlie derivation of the perceived structure
of responses without requiring the individual to use specific
evaluative criteria in advance (risher, L979a) . Until the
development of such individual d.ifferences computer programs
one had to obtain group averages or to enumerate results subject
by subject if the manner in which individual athletes react
to anxiety-eliciting sport situations was to be explored; fn
obtaining group averages, the results are describing the
i
"average" person who, in actuality, does not exist. By
enumerating the results subject by subject, generalities to
the group as a whole cannot be drarivn'. Both of these methods
h'ave'severe limitations. However, the INDSCAL anhlysis has
alLowed insights into behavior due to the ability to look at
the individual within the group space, thus allowing generali-
zrations to be made-about the group and the individual, as well
as the individual within the group.
I
As described previously in the explanation of the inter-
actional model of personalityr behavior is a reciprocal
function of both the person and the situation. The person and
situation interaction influences perception, and perception
inrluences reaction or the overt behavior. Thus, Lf we are
eVer going to'be=able- to:.uirderstand;or- predi-ct-.beh'avioi
accurately, we are going to have to be able to measure empiri-





Person x Situation Analysis
The importance of research studying the situation and
how the indiriidual is affected by the situation is stressed
by Bowers (1973), Endler (1973), Endler and Hunt (1968),
Fisher (L977a), Magnusson (1971 , 1974') , Mischel (1973), and
Pervin (1968). Within this research it is necessary to
describe the situation in terms of the objective physical
significance and the subjective psychological significance.
Systematic analysis of the situation with regard. to the psy-
chological significance has two purposes: (a) the classifica-
tion of the situation, and (b) the description of the person
x situation interaction in the description and prediction
of behavior (Magnusson, 1971) . lvlagnusson and Ekehammar
(,1975) state that the "behavioral patterns of different
reactions of individuals across situations of varying signifi-
cance should be an important object for psychological
research" (p. LL47) .
Psychological significance of the situation can be
measured in two ways: (a) by investigating reactions, and (b)
by investigating perceptions. The reaction approach rates
individual predictions of reaction patterns across situations,
usually in a S-R inventory. A S-R inventory, similar to the
S-R Inventory of Anxiousness developed by Endler et a1.
(L962) and Fisher, Horsfa1l, and },lorris (L977), can be used
to measure reactions. Fisher (L977a) used the S-R Sport
Inventory of Anxiousness to inves.tigate basketball athletes'
(N'=:e) self-reported anxiety reactions to 13 basketball
■7
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s■ tuations that were designed to evoke var■ ous、degrees of
anx■ ety responses.、  Through mu■tidimens■ ona■ sca■ ing′  it was
found that athletes make anx■ ety reactions a■ png three dimen―
s■ ons′  ego threat′  uncerta■ nty of outcome′  and anticipation.
Mediating var■ ab■es
ln studying behavior there are found to be many idio―
syncratic bui■ ding blocks inf■ uencing ■te  These bui■ ding
b■ocks or compos■ te contr■butors may be termed mediating
variab■ es.  ACCOrding to Magnusson and End■ er (■ 977)there are
three categor■ es of mediating var■ ables:  structura■ ′ content′ J
and motivationa■ 。  Structura■  var■ ab■es are those factors that
are not generally inf■ uenced by s■ tuational conditions.  Some
of these factors ■nc■ude ■nte■■igence′  abi■ ities′  competence′
and cognitive comp■ exity.  End■er (1978) stateS that per―
formance based on these structura■  var■ables ■s very cons■stent
sihce they are affected very minima■ ■y by the situation.
Therefore′  where sport pёrformance ■s based pr■ mar■■y on   .
ability′ cons■ stency across different s■ tuations can be ‐
expectedo  ln genera■ ′ these var■ ab■es tend to be person
character■ stics.
content var■ ables are s■ tuationa■ ly determ■ ned and tend
to be based on past ёxperience and stored infoニ ュllation (End■ er′
■978).  PerCeption p■ays a ■arge ro■ e ln the mediating prOcess
of content variab■eso  The cues from the situation are p■ ckedi
up and processed based on s■ m■ ■ar pa‐st exper■enceo  The     ―
content of what is perce■ ved′  for examp■ e′  ego― threat or
anticipation′  is what constitutes this var■ a5■e.  Performance
mediated by content variab■ es iЪ much leos consistent andr      ・                           ざ学
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predictable than performance based on structural variables
(Fisher, L977a)
The third of the mediating variables discussed by Magnusson
and End.ler (1978 i E=6;*aliirllior,at]vari'ablds ;* -rfre!e: indlude
-f
d^rives, needs, motives, attitudes, and values. They maintain
and direct behavior. Motivational variables deal with the
"why's" of perception, information processing, and reactions
(Endler, 1978). Behavior based on motiv--ational.variables will
be consistent across similarly perceived situations.
Within the reciprocal interplay between person and
situation factors shoriryr through the mediating process, Fisher
(1979b) suggests that the rejection of the trait paradigm would
not be inappropriate. Through the interplay of struCtural
(person) variables, motivational, and content (situational)
variables, the interactional paradigrn is clearly demonstrated.
The mediating variables play an important role in explaining
behavior because of their flexible and individual character-
istics. The mediating variable concept aIlows for both
individual and situational differences.
Locus of Control
Locus -of control is a theory of reinforcement and
predicted behavior, and has its roots in the social learning
theory of Rotter (1954). Its basic tenet states that rei.n-
forcement affects the probability of occurrence of responses
that preceded it. The main concept of this is expectandy,
therefore, the subject must also believe that the behavio-r
and the reinforcement are causally related. The occurrence
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of reinforiement will add strength to the expectancy of the
pattern of behavior or sequence of events, and the same
behavior or sequence of events eiiciting the sErme reinforcer
will also add strength to the expectancy of the situation.
People learn to generalize exfectancies also. This means that
expectancies are drawn from specific to general situations
that are perceived the same (Geen, L976) . Some behaviors are
followed by certain reinforcers developing accurate expectan-
cies, some are not. In other words, the expectancy influences
the perception.
Perception is an integral part of the locus of control
concept. This perception is derived from either the internal
or external environment. Persons who perceive luck and fate
as playing a large role in their pattern of events are termed
externals. Internals s.-ge thems6lves hs having great-er personal
:'
control over situations; therefore, they are more in command
of their destiny.
It has been shown in several studies (Phares 1957; Rotter,
1956) that suciess and failure have an influence on the
perception of locus of control. Phares (1957) utilized an
environment of verbal reinforcement as the only reinforcer
in a skill-related test. Through manipulation of the
reinforcer he was able to randomly set up a success or failure
situation for the "rrb:ects. 
He found thaL those subjects
who were successful attributed the success to skill or internal
Iocus of control, whereas the unsuccessful subjects attributed
the failure to luck or external locus of control.' nbtter (1965)
「
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reported similar findings in a partial reinforcement environ-
ment. This suggests that internals are more tikely to exhibit
behavior that will aid them in dealing with the situation
than those who perceive themselves as helpless (phares, L957) .
Also, it appears that th'ose who are more successful tend to
have an internal locus of control orientation, while those
not as successful tend to be more external.
Internal locus of control indiv*iduals tend to have
higher efficiency in cognitive activity and information pro-
cessing, and greater reason behind decisions based on previous
experience (phares, L968). Rotter and Mulry (1965) concluded
that internals react more appropriately to task demands and
they also have the ability to weigh alternatives carefully
in the decision-making process. Pines and Ju1ian (1972)
concluded that externals are more highly influenced by social
pressures than internals. rn the area of success and failure,
DuCette and Wolk (1972) and Karabenick (tg72) Conclirded
that internals base their behavior more on past'experience
than do externals when the situation is perceived to be
related to skill.
Anxiety and locus of control also have been found to be
related. In the Watson and Baumal (L967) study, it was shown
that internals and externals become anxious and inattentive in'
situations suggesting a locus of control contrary to their
generalized expectancies. This is used to explain why internals
do well in cognitive activity; they experience less debili-
tating and distracting anxiety. Contrarily, externals perform
|‐
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better in activities that have high d.egrees bf luck or chance
because they find less anxiety in this type of situation
This view is also supported by Lefcourt, Lewis, and Silverman
(1e68).
Anxiety
ft is commonly accepted that.anxiety has a major impact
on behavior. However, anxiety is a word that often lacks precise
d.efinition in use. Sullivan (L949) described anxiety in three
ways:
1. A state of apprehension, of concern, or uneasiness.
It is closely related. to fear, but does not have to be
directly related to an object. It is a vague fear.
2. A fear of insecurity. According to this conception
it is social in origin. Fear of insecurity is considered
the basic anxiety. In this way people'can cause anxiety
3. A concern over individual cohduct, feelings of iyuilt.
Fear of failure and of personal disgrace hinges here. -
Anxiety has two dimensions, emotional arousal plus a
cognitive worry component (Endler , L973; Spielberget r 1966b) .
For a situation to be perceived as anxiety prod.ucing it must
have both of these components.
There are two classes of anxiety, state and trait. State
anxiety ia-StiUe) is the immediate state df apprehension and
tEnsion, th,. perception of danger. Trait anxiety (a-trait) is
the predisposition to p'erceive certain situations as threatening
and to respond with various levels of state anxiety.






of high and low trait anxiety.r or A-traitr orr athletes.
Ogilvie (1968) concluded that high performance level athletes
have low A-trait scores. He explained that low anxiety
facilitates concentration on skill performance. However,
Cooper (1969), Husman (1969), Johnson .and Cofer (1974), .Krol1
(1970), Martens (1975) , and. Morgan (L972) all concluded that
there are no consistent differences in A-trait among partici-
- pants in sports and non-participants. Therefore, it can Jce
conclud.ed, that there is likely no optimal A-trait for an
, athlete to possess. Howevei, Spielberger (1972) found a rela-
tionship between high A-trait and ego threat perceived in
specific situations. He states that high A-trait ind.ividuals
are concerned with the "fear of failure" and are self-
i deprecatory. Therefore, the high A-trait individ.uals will have
an increased A-state in ego threatening situations. Under non-
:-
threatening conditions the iange of'A-state leve1s between^
high and low A-trait individua.ls wou14 be minimal
State anxiety is a transitory emotional condit.ion.
'Spielberger (Lg72) states that state anxietyr or A-state, con-
sists of unpleasant, consciously perceived feelings of tensioir
and apprehension with associated activation or arousal of the
autonomic nervous system. A-state is composed of arousal plus
a cognitive worry component.
In several studies conducted by Spielberger (196Ga,
1966bt 1972, L973') , he stated that high A-trait individuals
manifest a higher A-state than low A-trait individuals. This
concept seems -consistent since the high A-trait individuals
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tend to perceive most situations with higher anxiety. It is
logical that they should react with a higher anxiety level.
Spielberger also claims that performance leve1 and anxiety
, will have an iiverted U relationship. anxiety will improve
skill performance up to an optimal point of balance.
Additional increase beyond the optimal point will be detri-
mental to performance. oxendine (1970) classified certain
sports into categories of high A-state, rmo&efi-6;A-stit.; +a-,
low A-state. Oxendine labels football blocking and tackling, ,
and weight lifting as sports that require high A-state to
perform optiinatly. Basketball, boxing, and soccer are
classified as moderate A-state for sudcess (because of their
need for accuracy, and the frustration present within the
activity). oxendine (1970) also finds that each atirtete
has a range..of A-state within hisr/her A-trait framework. In
this way there can be alterations in the A-state of the
individuiil in dif ferent situations.
Endler (1978) , Fisher (L977a1, and Martens (L977 ) state
that both state and trait anxiety are multidimensional. If
the person and the situation d.imensions are congruent, then
A-trait will be an accurate. determination of A-state (i.e.,
ego threat trait anxiety in relation to ego thrdatening
situation). In this manner traits are useful and applicable
within the interactional model
, The interactional model also recognizes that A-trait
measured specifically for the situation being studied is of
greater predicdive powbr than general Altrait. The Sport
「
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competition Anxiety Test (scAT) , designed by Martens t'.(:L977) ,
is a psychological tool developed,to assess competition trait
anxiety in sport situations. SCAT was originally designed
for use with children age 10-15, and was developed 1ater into
an adurt form. The test is objective,rather than projective;
it was d.esigned to minimize respo.rse-,-tias.i- .it' i! .uriamUigu-ous "-
in its test-taking procedure; it has a short testing time;
and it is easy to score and record (Martens, 1977). SCAT
allows three possible answersr "hardly-ever, fr "sometim€sr "
.qd "often. " SCAT has been shown to be minimally affected by
response set, and has no lie scale or social desirability
scale. In the development of SCAT, modification of items
from Taylorfs (1953) Manifest Anxiety .Scale, Spielbeiger's
(L973) State-Trait Anxiety Inventory (STAI), and Sarason's
ti-gOO) General Anxiety Scale were used.. originally, 75 items
were analyzed by six judgesi 2L items were retained and 9
spurious items were added. In analyzing test reliability two
methods were used, test-retest and analysis of variance. In
the test-retest an i of .77 was found; the intraclass correla-
tion was determined. to be.R:= .86. Internal consistency was
demonstrated by both item analysis correlations and -tiisei:ial :
correlations. Kuder-Richardson formula 20 was applied to four
separate samples. A coefficient of .96 was the average.== To
test the content validity, the scAT inventory was submitted
to six judges, each a qualified researcher in either sport
psychology or motor learning. They rated eabh question on a
L-7 scale. The averagle question rating was 5.5 or, higher
|:
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(Martens′  ■977)′  demonstrating high content va■ idity.
Abil聾          
´
Nideffer (■ 976)discusses at ■ength the re■ ationship,
between perfoニュllange and anx■ ety.  He discusses thiS re■ ationship
in the fami■iar inverted`U re■ ationship.  Based on a ■975 3tudy
6ond■ctedfallrthと、jli↓grgity=6frRtthこ sterFkidttLLirぁnoLぎさも
that a moderate amount of anx■ ety increases ski■ ■ perform・ance
to an optima■  ■eve■ 。  once beyond that optima■  po■nt′  anx■ ety
is a detrimental inf■ uence on ski■ 1。
Within the discuss■ on of ability it seems ■ntu■tive that
ath■ etes with good ski■■ perfoェ .ιlanCeS wi■ ■ perceive their
abi■ ity as being at a higher ■eve■  than athletes with'■ ower
ski■■ proficiencies.  Heusner (■ 952)and Kro■■ and Peterson
(■965)found that individua■ s of greater ability were  ヽ
emotiona■■y stab■ e′  p■ac■ d′  self― confident′  and selF―asSured。
These character■ stics imply ■ow ■eve■ l of anx■ety.  Ne■ son
and Langer (■ 963) found that footba■ ■ p■ayers who were rated
high on perfoェ .llanCe Were ■ess anx■ous than the ■esser rated
P■ayers who exhibitod s■ gnificant■ y highё r ■evels of anxiety´ .
」ohnsgard and ogi■ vie (■ 968)reported simi■ ar findings based
on the■ r study usュng race car dr■ vers.
Past Success/Fai■ ure
Kro■■ and Peterson (■ 965)compared five winning and .
five ■osing teamse  The winning teams disp■ ayed characteristics
suggesting ■ower anx■ ety ■eVe■s than the five losュ ng teems
surveyed.  This suggest, a relづ tiOnShip between success and
anxiety.  」ohnsgard and ogi■vie (1960)alsO demonstrated this
■






From their findings the most successful drivers were firor€ r
emotionally stable, were more self-assured, had. lower resting
leveIs of anxi-ety, and had greater resistance to emotional stress
than their less successful counterparts. In another study
usiirg L964 Olympic male swimmers, the gold medalists and non-
gold medalists $rere contrasted. Again, the more successful
athletes'exhibit,ed behavior characteristic to low levels of
anxiety (Ogi1vie, L968) .
The literature suggests the familiar inverted U reiation-
ship between success and anxiety, which would seem intuitively
consistent. Within the interactional paradigm, it is recog-
nized -that the perception of the situation for the individual
is the key to behavior (Endler, 1975). Therefore, if athletes
perceive themselves as successfuli.rgl", will exhibit lower
Ieve1s of anxiety.
Summary
Within personality research three major theories of
conceptualization of behavior are recognized. The most rele-
' vant theory is the interactional paradigrm. This can be
diagrammed as B = f(P x E), where B represents the behavior, P
represents the person, and E represents the environment. This
approach to behavior recognizes the interaction of person and
the 'environment in describing and explaining behavior.
Perception is the cognitive procesS that takes place in
the brain. It is a selective process of interpretation.
Perception plays a large rble within this person-environment
interaction. Multidimensional scaling techniques allow the
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■ndiv■dua■ differences Of perception as wel■  as reaction to
be shown.
Magnusson and End■ er (1977) state that there are three
categor■ es of mediating var■ ab■es that influence behav■ oL~…
structura■ ′ content′  and motivationalo  These mediatttng
variab■ es are idiosyncratic bui■ ding b■ ocks that contribute    /
to behav■ora■ var■ anceo  Locus of contro■ ′ anx■ ety′  abi■ ity′
and past succoss and fa■ ■ure ■n sport a■ ■ are spec■ fic mediators
of behav■ or and seem ■ntu■ tively re■ ated to anx■ ety reactions
■n sport.
The research shows the necessity of continued research
ェn the area of persona■ ity.  ェt is shown that continued
research within the interactiona■  paradigm′  studying individua■
differences′  is an appropriate path to rea■ izing the goa■ s
of describing′  exp■aining′  and predicting behavior.
Chapter 3
METHODS AND PROCF:DURES
'This chapter defines the selection of subjects, testing
instruments, procedures, and methods of ddta collection.
AIso discussed are the scoring and treatment of data.
Selection of Subjects
The subjects were 40 male varsity and junior varsity
basketball athletes in the ECAC Division I and IfI during the
L979 basketball season. AIl .athletes hrere informed of the
parameters and demands of the study, and consented to be
voluntary subjects. The athletes were monetarily compensated.
for their participation.
Testing Instruments
The S-R inventory of anxiousness in basketball used in
this study was based on the S-R'Sport Inventory of Anxious-
ness constructed by Horsfall (1975). The inventory riras
composed of 18 basketball situations that were chosen from a
list of 38 total situations. The situations were constructed
to include sources of sport anxiety during pre-game, game,
and post-game conditions as reported by coaches and athI.jt."i
and were written so as. to be relevant to the athlete. Eleven
modes of response were used with an evaluation of each mode
along a l to 5 scale with l being "not at all" and 5 being
"very much. " The modes represent both positive and negative




"uneasy feelingr " react over-emotionally, want to avoid
situatioh, enjoy the challenge, mouth gets.dry, experience
nausea, seek experiences like this, get a "clioking feelingr"
feel exhilarated. and thrilled, hands tremble, and get
"fluttered. feeling" in stomach. The range of chosen responses
was designed to include a cross-section of emotional, physio-
logical, and psychological reactions to anxiety-eliciting
situations. Thd athletes were asked to indicate on mark-read
computer cards the degree to whicli they would show these
reactions and feelings in the situation indicated. It was
explicitly pointed out that there were no right or wrong
answers. Each situation was presented separately at the top
of a page with the 11 modes of responses listed separately
underneath (Appendix A).
The personal behavior s'ca1e (PBS) was adapted from
several locus of control inventories, vj-z., Jamesr I-E Scale,
Nowicki-strickland Locus of Control Scale, Rives-Ware Three
Factor I-E Sca1e, and'Rotter I-E Sca1e. Thirty questions
were selected from these four inventories on the basis of
freedom from religious or political connotations and general
applicability to the sport setting. The statements were
designed to asce'rtain the internal or external assignment
of success and failure within the individual athlete's frame
of reference. A 4-point rating of "strongly agreer" "agreer"
"disagreer " and. "strongly disagree" was used to determine
the degree of internal or external assignment to each statement
(appendix B) .
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The third inventory used. in this study was the simi-
larity of basketball situations. The 18 situations presented
in the S-R inventory of anxiousness in basketball discussed
previously were used. The athlete was asked to rate the
degree of pbrceived similarity of the situations along five
modes of response. These includ.ed. "not at aIIr" "somewhat
similarr" "rather similarr" "very similar," end "identical."
A cover sheet consisting of a numbered list of the 18 situa-
tions was included. The athletes were then asked to record
on mark-read computer cards their perceptions of similarity
of each pair of situations. A listing of the order bf the
pairs of situations was provided. A total of 153 individual
paired decisions rated alorig the five modes of response
were made.
The Illinois comp6tition Questionnaire, Form A, commonly
termed the Sport Competition Anxiety Test (SCAT), was employed
as a measure of competition trait anxiety (Martens, L977).
The athletes were asked to evaluate 15 statements along
three modes of response. The modes of response were "hardly
everr" "sometimesr" and "often." The statements were
presented in one column with the possible modes of response
in a second column.
The final inventory used was alpersonal assessment
questionnaire (PAQ) . This inVen€ory'wds:designed to ascertain
the athleters past basketball success and to determine the
athlete's'perception of his playing ability. The PAQ was
divided into two sections. In the first section athletes
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a*were asked to respond to the statement, "fn basketball T
have been. l! They were then presented. six success modes of
resironse using a semantic diffbrential format. They were
requestbd to rate their response to these statements along
a S-point Likert scale. The second sectionrs statement was
"My basketball athletic ability is." They were then pre-
sented nine ability adjectives again employing the semantic
differential format. They were asked again to rate these
nine statements along a S-point Likert scale (Appendix C).
Method of Data Collection
Th€. basketball coaches of the four participating
institutions were contacted and informed about the nature and
purpose of this investigation. The coach was asked to allow
the researcher to present the purpose of the investigation
to the team players and to recruit volunteers for the study.
The researcher presented to each team the purpose of the
investigationr the parameters of the study, and the magnitude
of the commitment of the subjects. Times for data collection
were then set up for the interested players in small groups
at times and places convenient for them. At the testing
time each athlete was provided with a packet that contained
the five inventories with all necessary materials for
recording responses to each inventory. The athletes were
requested to fill out the inventories in the following
orders (a) S-R inventory of anxiousness in baSketball,
(b) PAQ, (c) similarity of basketball situations inventory,
(d) SCAT, and (e) PBS. The instructions to each inventory
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were then read by the researcher, and the athletes were'
instructed to follow along. Questions pertaining to the com-
pletion of the inventories were answered and the athletes were
asked to record their names on each piece of data. There was
no time limit. The individual nature of the responses and the
introsp€ction necesSary to fill out the inventories was
stressed.. The confidentiality of the athlete-t,6 responses
was insured also
Scoring of Data
The data for the S-R iinventory of anxiousness in
basketball and the similarity of basketball situations inven-
tory were record.ed, on mark-read computer cards. Files luere
created and edited by both interpolation and extrapolation
using the principle of transitivity. The extrapolation
process was used where data were missing. Briefly stated
transitivity is the theory of triangular equality: if 1=13
and 5=13, then 1=5 (Holman & Marley, 19741 .
The mediating data (PAQ, PBS, and SCAT) were hand
scored and transferred to keypunch computer cards.
Treatment of Data
Data from the similarity of basketball situations
inventory (fSg paired statements) were used to derive mean
similarity estimates (perception) among situations" across
athletes. The mean similarity estimates were computed as
arithmetic means of the individual similarity matrices. The
similarity estimates were transferred to a scale ranging from
0 to I and treated as correlation coefficients. The medn
siririlarity matrix (18 x 18) was subjected to principal
ヽ
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components analyOis w■ th Orthogona■  rotation to simp■ e
structure using the varimax procedure.
Eighteen mean reaction estimates were der■ved fOr every …
ath■ete by co■ ■aps■ng the data from the S― R inventory of
anx■ousness ■n basketba■ l across a■ l modes of response.
The mean reaction estimates were computed as ar■ thmetic
means of the ■ndiv■dual reaction matr■ces.  The mean reaction
matrix (■ 8 x 18)was created by corre■ ating every mean reaction
ёstimate Wttth every other meOゴ  reacttton estimateo  The
resultant 18 x ■8 reaction matrix was subjected to principa■
components ana■ ys■ s w■ th Orthogona■ rotation to s■ mp■ e structure
us■ng the var■mほx procedure.
The lerceptiOn factor matrix and the reaction factor
matr■x were rotated to max■ Inuln congruence us■ ng a factor
match procedure (C■ iff′  ■966).  Sihg■e situation perception―
reaction re■ationships were ■nvestigated by two methods.  For
each s■ tuation Pearson product― moment corre■ ationifざfe.ca■ ■́
r
cu■ated between the va■ ues of its堀中 輩I“Ⅲ iF■["u訥
corre■ationⅢ matr■ ces.  These coeffic■ ents giVe a rough
indicatioi of the situhtionis.distance from the other situa― .
tionso  A Second method of ana■ yzing the perception― reaction
re■ationship for sing■e situations was uti■ izede  This method





…In order to depict the individua■  differences existing
in both the perception and reaction data′  each individual
ath■etels perception matrix and reaction matrix were subjected
ヽ
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to an individua■  approach to mu■ tidimensiona■  ana■ysis (INDSCAL)    ′
(Carro■■ & Chang′  ■970).  These ttNDSCAL maps were derived
from an ath■etes x situations x situations,(40 x 18 x ■8),data
matr■ x′  then converted to sca■ ar productso  canon■ ca■ decom―
pos■tion ana■ ys■ s emp■oyed on the sca■ ar products resu■ ted
■n a■■ of the parameters converging to a ■east―squares solution。
Data then were co■ lapsed across a■ ■ s■tuations a■ong the`
mean■ngfu■ dimens■ons.  This yie■ ds a s■ tuations x dimens■ ons
matr■x ca■■ed the group space as we■ ■ as an ath■etes x
dimensions matrix ca■ ■ed the subject space.
One―way ana■ysis of variance (ANOVA)tests were emp■ oyed
to ■nvestigate the re■ationship between the ■ndependent             )
variab■ es or mediating variab■ es (■ ocus of contro■ ′ success′
abi■ ity′  and competition anxiety)and the dependent variab■ es
(anxiety dimensions).
Summary
Members from four varsity and junior varsity basket―
ba■■ teams in the ECAC Division l and_.II工 ,in thё・ 1う す0.lbaske[bh■ ■
season served as subjects (N=40)for this investigation.
Five separate ■nventor■es were emp■oyed in this study to
col■ect the necessary data.
The S―R inventory of anxlousness in basketbal■ was used
to exp■ore the reactions of ath■ etes to anx■ ety―elic■ tttng
basketba■ ■ situations.  This inventory uti■ ized l■ modes of
response′  which inc■ uded a cross― seCtiOn of emotiona■ ′
phys■ o■ogical′  and psycho■ ogica■ or■entations′  to assess the
reaction of the athletes.
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The similarity of basketball situation's inventory was
used to d.etermine the perceived similarity across the 18
situations in the S-R inventory of anxiousness in basketball.
The inventory consisted of 153 paired statements
The mediating variables, which have been recognized by
the tenets of the inLeractional paradigim to be the sources
of behavioral variance, used in this study were ability,
past success, competition A-trait, and locus of control.' .
SCAT was employed to measure competition trait anxiety: ( rron'the
PAQ was derived a locus of control measure. Ability and
success were assessed through the PBS. Analysis of variance
was used to investigate the reiationship between the independent




This chapter presents the results of the statistical
analysis of the data in the following sections:,]:(a)--inaifiiitr:af
differences, (b) 'perception-reaction match, (c) analysis of
mediating variables, and (d) summary.
Individual Differences
Data from the situations (fabIe 1) employed in the S-R
inventory of anxiousness in basketball and the similarity of
basketball situations inventory were used to derive mean
reaction estimates and mean similarity estimates (perception),
respectively, amongi situations across athletes. From the mean
similarity and mean reaction estimates the mean similarity
matrix for perception data and the correlation matrix for
reaction data were derived (table 2'). The mean similarity
estimates are presented above the diagonal, and the correlation
coefficients are shown below the diagonal
In order to depict the individual differences existing
in both the perception and reaction data, each individual
athlete's perception matrix and. reaction matrix,iwEfe subjected
to an individual approach to multidimensional analysis (INDSCAL)
(Carroll & Chang, L970) . Through the INDSCAI procedure a
situations x dimensions (I8 x 3) matrix called the group spaee
or group map was yielded (dimensional analysis). The three-
dimensional group map for perception is shown in -fable..3.
The map depicts the position of each of the 18 situations within







1. You are on the team bus approaching the site of an
important away game.
2. You are trying out for the varsity team. The situation
is new for you and you are waiting to enter the trial
scrimmage elimination games.
3. You have just committed a shooting foul with the score
tied 70-70 and only 2 seconds remaining in the'game.
4. You are in the locker room after losing a game you
really expected to lose.
5. You are fouled in the last 5 seconds of a game in which
your opponents lead 75-74. You go to the foul line" to
shoot I and 1.
6. It is the final game of what has been an undefeaded
season so far. You are in the locker room listening to
the coach's last minute instructions before you go out
to play this all-important game.
7. A time out has been called in the last few seconds of
a tie game. You are gathered around the coach who is
giving final offensive instructions
8. The crowd is very loud and directing most of its
comments toward you.











It is the last game of the present season in which your
teamrs record is 1 win and. 19 losses. You are in the
locker room pregame listening to the coach telling you
the same things he has told you all season.
You are about to enter the game for the first time and
you know that you will be replaced if you make any errors.
You are waiting for your introduction to be made to the
crowd before the game begihs.
The coach substitutes you into the game. There are
2 minutes to play and your tearh is winning by 2 points.
You are waiting for the game to begin and for the first
time both your parents and girlfriend are in the crowd.
You have just recovered from a serious injury. You are
now waiting to enter your first game since the injury.
You are in the dressing room after losing a game by
a large margin.
You enter the basketball court for your pregame warmup
and the building is crowded with spectators.
A starter has fouled out of the game early in the
second. half and you are about to take his place. You






























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































1. Going to an a$ray game
2. 'varsidy, trlz-outs
3. You fouled--tie score
4. In locker foom after expected
loss
Failed in last 5'sec.
r
Final game--undefeated season
Time out--last seconds of game
Crowd directing comments at you
Bad play--coach criticizing you
Last game of a 1-19 season































































L2. Waiting for introductions
13. Coach subs you in--20 pts. ahead
14. Waiting for game--with parents
and girlfriend. in crowd
15. First game after injury
16. In locker room after a big loss
L7. Pre-gaine warm-up with large
crowd




closest to the origin indicate the worst fit to the d.imensional-
mode1. on DimensioD r, situation 10 weighed lowest and situa-
tion 4 weighed highest. -o:r oimension rr, situation 9 weighed
lowest and situation ra *"igted highest. on Dimension rrr,
situation 5 weighed lowest and situation 12 weighed highest.
Table 4 reveals the dimension weights of subjects for
reaction. This depicts the relative position of each of the
18 situations within all three d.imensions foi reaction. on
Dimensior I, Situation 9 weighed lowest and Situation 4 weighed
highest. on DimGi-;loi_rr-i-s-i-t""tid;1ral ..weigf,6:a .ro-we"t-t ia
Situation 16 weighed highest. 'situations 3 and.4 weighed lowest
on Dimension III, while Situation 17 weighed.highest.
At this point the perception and reaction data were
labeled as follows: uncertainty of outcome--Dimension r,
ego threat--Dimeri"dion If , and anticipation--Dimension IIf .
rn doing this a content analysis was done on weights of the
18 situations on each of the three dimensions for. both the per-
ception and'reaction. Hypothesis 2, that athletes' red.ctions
will be distributed along ego threat, uncertainty of otitcome,
and anticipation dimensionS, was accepted.
The TNDSCAT, procedure also yierds data for individua'ls,
an athletes x dimensions (40 x'3) matrix called the subj6ct,
space. The three-dimensional representation' of the subject
space for perception was created from the dimensional weights
seen in Table 5'. This hepicts the rerative position of al1
40 subjects within the three dimensions of perception. On
Dimensiorr I, Athlete 33 weighed lowest and Athlete 16 highest.
43
Table 4




1. Going to an away game
2. Varsity try-outs
3. You fouled--tie score
4. In locker room after expected
loss
5. Failed in last 5 sec.
6. Final game--undefeated season
7. Time out--last seconds of game
8. Crowd directing comments at you
9. Bad play--coach criticizing you
10. Last game of a 1-19 season
11. Eirst time in game--replaied
for any error
L2. Waiting for introductions
13. Coach subs you in--20 pts. ahead
14. Waiting for game--with parents
and girlfriend in crowd
15. First game after injury
16. In locker room after a big loss
L7. Pre-game warm-up with large
crowd
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Athrete 21 weighed lowest on Dimension rr, while Athlete 7
weighed highest on this dimension. On Dimension III, Athlete 39
weighed lowest and Athlete 32 weighed highest. Athlete 36 had
the best fit to the modeI, and Athlete 30 the worst.
Table 6 revears the dimbnsion weights of athretes for
reaction. This shows the relative position of alr subjects
within the thr-ee dimensions of reacti-on. on Dimension r,
Athrete 17 weighed lowest and Athlete 26 highest. Athlete 19
had the lowest weight on Dimension rr, whire Athrete 28 had
the highest weight on this dimension. On Dimension III,
Athlete 7 had the lowest weight and Athrete 36 had the" highest
weight. Athrete 28 had the best fit to the mode1, and Athlete
38 the worst. The overall goodness of fit of the moder for
perception was .67, and for reaction was .65.
In viewing the subject maps for perception and reaction,
and noting the unique characteristics of each subject, Hypo-
thesis 3, that there will be personal cognitive schemas that
will affect perception and reacLion, was accepted.
Perception-reaction Factor Match
Through principal components analysis the similarity matrix
was utirized to create'a factor matrix that was orthogonally
rotated to simple structure using the varimax procedure. The
eigenvalue criterion (>1) yierded a three-factor sorution for
perceptibn which accountdd for 69z of the totar variance
(fable 7) . Situations l, 2, 5, 6, 7, L2, !4, 15, !'l , and lg
had their highest loading on Factor f; Situations 4, I0, 13, and
15 had their highest loading on Factor rr; and situations
Tab■e 6











































































































































































situationa■  Factors Based on thё  Perception




1. Going to an away game
2. Varsity try-outs
3. You fouled--tie score
4. In locker room after expected
Ioss
5. Failed in last 5 sec.
6. Fina1 game--undefeated season
7. Time out--last seconds of game
8. Crowd directing comments at you
9. Bad play--coach criticizing you
10. Last game of a 1-19 season


























L2. Waiting for introductions
13. Coach subs you in--20 pts. ahead
L4. Waiting for game--with parents
and girlfriend in crowd
15. First g€Lme after'injury
16. In locker room after a big loss
L7. Pre-game wal:m-up with large
crowd


































Notご .  Highest ■oading for each situatiOn is underscored.
 ヽ  I
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3, 8, 9 and 11 had their highest loading on Factor III.
- The three fdctors for reaction data utilized on the basis
of the eigenvalue criterion (>1) and rotated to simple struc-
ture are reported in Table 8. Situations 5, 6r.7, 11 , L2, L4,
15, L7, and 18 had their highest loading on Factor I; Situa-
tions 3, 4t 8, 91 10, 13, and 16 loaded highest on Factor II;
and'situations I and 2 loaded highest on Factor IIr.
At this point the factors for perception and reaction were
labe1ed. For both perception and reactionr- Situations 5, 6, 7 ,
L2, LAr 15, L7, and 18 loaded highest on Factor I. Through
a content analysis it was shown that these situations contain
a common characteristic of ego threat, thus this factor was
labeled ego threat. Within Factor II, Situations 4, 10, 13,
and 16 loaded highest. The content analysis on these situations
revealed an outcome orientation, thus this factor was labeled
uncertainty of outcome. However, on Factor III there were no
conrmon situations that loaded highest. For perception, Situations
3, g, and 11 loaded highest. These situations seem to suggest 
i
threat of failure and this factor was labeled thredt of
failure. For reaction, Factor I.II had a more anticipatory
nature with only Situations I and 2 lciaded highest. There-
fore, for reaction Factor III was labeled anticipation.
A quantitative measure of the overall goodness of fit
between the two factor matrices rotated tb maximum congruence
jhras calculated (Cliff , 1966). The coefficient of congruence
for the perception and reaction data for Factor I was .95,
for Factor fI was .38, 'and .06 for Factor Iff. This yielded a










1. G.oing to an away game
2. Varsity try-outs
3. You fouled--tie score
4. In locker room after expected
loss -.26
5. Failed in last 5 sec. .80
6. Final gtrme--undefeated season .78
7. Time out-^-last seconds of game .68
8. Crowd directing conments at you .2L
9. Bad play--coach criticizing you .11
I0. Last game of a 1-19 season -.07
11. First t'ime in game-:"^- ' a.*--'1";
, replaced for any error .69
L2. Waiting for introductions .77
13. Coach subs you in--20 pts. ahead .33













































and girlfriend in crowd
15. First g€rme after injury
15. In locker room after a big loss
L7. Psg-gam€ warm-up with large
crowd
18. You are subbeid in--your per-
formance is vital
ttote. Highes.t loading for each situation is underscored.
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Table 9
Indices of Factorial Agreement Between Corresponding












was exce■ ■ent for Factor 工′ fa■ r for Factor ttI′  and poor for
Factor ェエェ.  The overa■ ■ congruence of .77 was good。
Two indices for the agreement of each situation'b position
in the perception and reaction space are presented in Table ■0.
For a■■ s■ tuationも ′ except Situation ■′ the product=moment
corre■ ation coefficients indicate genera■ ■y a high agreement
between perception and reaction.  For Situation ■ the s■ m■ lar■ ty
matr■x vse cOrre■ ation matr■ x product― moment dbrre■ ation was
high at.94′ 晒 季′島ご■I話ヽ証■
`講
おこct{椰稲蓋t貫詳語浮
tion was ■ow at ―。■2。  The perception―reaction factor matr■ x
corre■ ations are not as ■nterpretable as the s■ m■■ar■ ty vs.
corre■ ation matr■x corre■ation due to the fact that FactOr 工工工
perception encompassed different oontent than FaCtOr ttltt reaction.
Because ■2 of the・ ■8 simi■arity vs。  ,cOFre■ ation matrix corre■ a―
tions exceed 。90 and no correiatiOn was ■ess than .69′  Hypothe―
s■ s ■′ that s■ tuations perce■ ved as s■ m■■ar w■ ■■ be responded
to in a similar way′  was at this point“ accepted.
Aialysis of Mediating Variab■ eも         、
In order[to give the study an exp■ anatory orientation′
■n addition to the descriptive character■ stics thus far′        ・
ANOVA's were conducted on some of the possib■e causative
agents of anx■ ety responseso  The ■ndependent var■ ab■es or
mediating var■ ab■ es′  as descr■ bed in chapter 2′  were ■ocus of
contro■ ′ success′  abi■ ity′  and competition tra■ t anx■ ety.
ANOVA was used to explore the differences between thё  three
meaningfu■  anxiety dimensions (egO threat′  uncertaiity of     ,




P roduc t-momenf *6-6.rrei af i On, coe f f i'c'i ents' i6 r ttr"Similarity and'Correlation Matrices, and the





Factor matrix for perception data
vs.
























































the possible causative agents (locus of control, ability, success.,
and competition anxiety) as the independent variables. Due to
the fact that this was an exploratory study looking for trends,
which would suggest new inroads into the study of anxiety, rigid
adherence to the .05 level of significance was not maintained.
It seemed reasonable to use a more liberal level of significance
of .10.
The descriptive statistics of the raw scores for the inde-
pendent variables are reported in Table 11. The ANOVA values
for =a1I anxiety dependent variabies by all independent varid.bles
are reported in Table L2. The significant ANOVATs at the .05 level
were uncertainty of outcome by competition anxiety, competition,
anxiety by success, and competition anxiety by ability. The
additional significant ANOVATs at the .10 level were uncertainty
of out'come by success, uncertainty of outcome by ability, and ego
threat by competition anxiety.
Hypothesis 4, that high competition trait anxious athletes
will perceive greater ego threat in sport situations than low'
competition trait anxious athletes, was rejected using the
.10 level of significance.
Hypothesis 5, that external locus of control athletes will
report more uncertainty anxiety than internal locus of control
athletes, was rejected using the .10 level of significance.
Hypothesis 6, that internal locus of control athletes will
see greater ego thieat in sport situations than external locus










Descriptive Statistics for Ego Threat, Uncertainty of
Outcome, Anticipation, Locus of Control, Success,






































Ego threat by COmpetitiOn
anx■ ety
uncerta■nty Of Outcome by
■ocus Of COntro■




AntiCipation by abi■ ity
competitiOn inxiも ty=by abi■ ity
AntiCipation by loCus
Of control
Ego threat・ by Success
AntiCipation by suCCess
Ego threat by abi■ ity
uncerta■nty Of Outcome
by abi■ ity


















































































was accepted using the .10 level of significance.
Hypothesis 8, that athletes who perceive their ability
high will report more anticipation anxiety, was rejected
the .10'leve1 of significance.
Hypothesis 10, that athletes who perceive their ability
and success as high will have Iow competition anxiety, was
accepted using ,the .10 Ievel of significance.
The ANOVA values for locus of control, success, and
ability, are reported in Table 13. The ANoVA's significant
at the .05 leve1 were ability by locus of control, success
by locus of control, and success by ability. The ANOVATs
signif icant at the .10 leve1 -were fbcus'6f ^conttotr by
.6ucbess':'and sticc-ess by'd6inpbtitio-F-anxiJty.-
Hypothesis 9, that those athletes who report their
past basketball history as successful will perceive a
greater internal locus'of controL than those athl€tes who
view their past as less successful, was accepted using
the .05 leve1 of significance.
Although not all hypotheses reached statistical sig-
nificance it appeared logical to conduct a foIlow-up test
of directionality (Runyon & Haber, L976) . The test of
directionality for all of these data showed that L2 of 15
of the ANOVA's were in the predicted direction (g < .05) and
are reported in Tab1e L4 and 15. The three ANOVATs that d.id. not
upnota the predicted direction were anticipation by locus of
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Tab1e 13
ANOVA of Locus of Control, Successl Ability,
and. Competition Anxiety
' Hypothesis/Variables df       Ms E.
9. Locus of control by success 1.38 3.54 3.91*
Ability by locus of control 1.38 L.74 5.23**
Success by competition
anxiety 1.38 1.35 3.26*
Success by locus of control 1.38 2.54 5.67**
Success by ability 1.38 2.36 6.13**
'Locus of control by
ability 1.38 .3I .30 'l
Locus of control by
competition anxiety 1.38 .22 .22
* p ., .to.





of ANOVA for anxiety Variables by Locus





4. Ego threat by
competition anxiety
5. Uncertainty by locus
of control
6. Ego threat by locus
of control







ugb threat by success
Anticipation by
success













Externals > ego threat
High success > uncertainty
High ability > anticipation
High ability > competition
anxietY
Externals > anticipation
High success < ego threat
High success > anticipation
High ability < ego threat




External locus of control
> competition anxiety


















contro■ ′ ego threat by competitiOn anx■ ety′  and ego
threat by ■ocus of contro■ .  A■ though Hyゴ Otheses 5 and 7
were rejected′  in the test of directiOnality the expected
directions for these two hypotheses were substantiated。
Table 15 shows the directionality on the ANOVA's for
■ocus of control′  success′ ability′  and competition anx■ ety.
A■■ ANOVA's uphe■ d the predicted directioi.
on the bas■s of the test of oireCtiOna■ ity′  it seemed
reasonab■e to furtherⅢ analyze the data a■ ono multiVariate ■ines
■n order to assess any comp■ ex relationshipso  To ■nvestigate
the possibi■ity of significance of cOmbined variables′  not
sign■ ficant independently′  canon■ cal correlation ana■ys■ s  、
was emp■oyedo  Canon■ cal correlation ■ooks at the re■ ationship
between mu■ tip■ e independent variab■ es (ScAT′  ■ocus of contro■ ′
success′  abi■ ity) and mu■ tip■ e dependent variables (ego threat′
anticipation′  uncertainty of outcome).  A■ though the independent
variab■ es accounted for 2■を of the anxiety.response varighce′
the canonica■  corre■ ation was not significant′ :メ[2(12)= ■0.71′
n■ .05。    t
upon examェ nation of the coeffic■ ents for canon■ ca■ var―
iab■ es of the first set (ego threat′  uncertainty of outcome′   ヽ
anticipation)′  a COefficient of ―.9■ was revea■ed for the
anx■ ety dimens■ on uncerta■nty of outcomeo  A mu■ tip■ e regress■ on
ana■ ys■ s exam■ned the manner ■n which the var■ ab■es locus of
contro■ ′ success′  abi■ ity′  and competition tra■ t anx■ ety cou■d
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Table 15
Directionality of aNOVa for Locus of Control,




9. Locus of control High success > internal locus Correct
by success of control
).: Ability by" locus of External locus of control Correct
control- > ability
Success by competition High competition anxiety Corre'ct
anxiety > sirccess
Success by locus gxbernal locus of control Correct
Success by High ability > success Correct
ability
Locus of control High ability > internal Correct
by ability locus of control
Locus of control High competition anxiety > Correct
by competition external locus of control
anxiety
6■
predict the uncerta■nty of outcome anx■ ety responseo  on■ y
■02 of the var■ ance cou■ d be accounted for and the resu■ tant
prediction test was not significant′  ュ(4′  35)= 2。 09′  ュ > ・ 05.
Summユry
As a resu■t of rdata ana■ ys■ s′  the fo■ low■ng hypotheses
were supported:  situations perceived as simi■ ar wi■ ■ be
responded to in a similar way, athletes' reactiOns wil■  be
distr■ buted a■ong ego threat′  uncerta■ nty of outcome′  and
anticipation dimens■ ons, there w■ ■l be persona■  cogn■tive
schemas that w■ 1■ affect perception and reacCi6nF high com―
petition tra■ t anx■ ous athletes w■ l■ perce■ ve less ego
threat in sport s■tuatiOns than ■ow competition tra■ t an率lous
ath■etes, ath■ etさ s who see thoitt past as be■ ng successful・  w■ ll
not report more uncerta■ nty anx■ etyF thOSe athletes who   ・
report their past basketba■ ■ history as successful wi■ ■
perce■ve a greater ■nterna■  locus of contro■  than ath■ etes
who v■ew the■ r past as unsuccessful, and athletes who perce■ ve
their abi■ ity and success as high wi■ ■ have low cδmpetition
anx■ ety.
The fol■owing three hypotheses were not supported:
externa■  ■ocus of contro■  ath■etes w■■■ report′ i●F百百E`r~uncerta■nty
anx■ ety than ■nterna■  ■ocus of contro■  ath■etesF interna■
■ocus of contro■  ath■ etes w■ l■ see greater ego threat in
sport s■ tuations than externa■  ■ocus of contro■  ath■etes,
and ath■ etes who see the■ r past as be■ng successfu■  w■ ll
report greateて :`anticipation anx■ ety.
Chapter 5
DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
This chapter focuses upon a discussion of the findings
presented in chaBt6i'4. The discussion is divid.ed in'
four subheadings: (a) perception-reaction factor match
(b) individual differences, (c) mediating variables, andl
(d) sunmary.
Perception-reaction Factor Match
One of the main purposes of this study was to investigate
the relationsi'rip between perceptions of and reactions to
anxiety-eliciting sport sit-uations'in an attempt to give insight
into why athletes behave as they do in specific s'ituations.
The perception-reaction match t oE congruenbe between sport
situation perception and proj'ected sport situation reaction,
was explored. The overall congruence between perception and
reaction das z'17 (table 9). This suggests a good relationship.
The .congruence on Factor l, ego threat, was .95. In both the.
perception and reaction data, situations 5, 6, 7, L2, L4,17,
and 18 loaded highest on ego threat (Tab1es 7 and 8).
The process of perception relates to awareness, recog-
nition, and meaning adsigned to Environmental and person cues,
and a relationship to past experience (uischel, 1969). It
appears that within ego threat (Factor I) there are clearly
identifiable cues which are perceived and interpreted.. "The
meaning (perception) of the situation appears to be an essential
and influential situation'factor that affects a person's
62
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behavior"(End■ er′ ■97百 ′膚fごう:・l二九こ覇 農te百[轟Ъ可
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ego threat very c■ early from the s■ tuations presented to them.
The ёxce■■ent percepttton― reaction congruence on ego｀ threat
suggests that the cues perce■ ved are cons■ stent■ y interpreted′
and thus reacted to ■n a s■m■ ■ar manner.
It appears that ego threat is the most c■ ear■y identi―
fiable aspect in the anxiety― e■iciting sport situations for
most ath■ etes.  The concept of reciproca■  causation・ has been
discussed in ohapter 2。   Bandura (1978)′  Magnusson and Endler
(■ 977)′  Overton and Reese (■ 973)′  and Pervin (■ 968)discuss
this concept as the reciprocal effects the s■tuation has on
the behav■ or of the person′  and the person on the perception
of the s■ tuationo  Ego threat behav■ or appears to be exp■ a■ned
very we■■ by this concept.  The athletes seem to (a)put
themse■ves ■n s■tuations that are potё ntia■■y ego threaten■ ng
by their choice to participate in sport′  and (b)perceive ego
threat in those s■ tuations.  Ath■ etes se■ective■ y ttnterpret
as we■ ■ as se■ ective■ y participate ■n certa■n s■tuations.







perception as ■mportant in behav■ ora■ cons■stencyo  obvュ ouS■ y,
within the ego′ threat ractor there are easily ■dentifiab■ e cues‐
for the ath■etes to ■nterpret in form■ ng the■ r subseqtent
reactions.
The perception― reaction congruence for Factor II′  ilncer―
tainty of outcomer was .38 (Tab■ e 9).  This suggests a meaningfu■
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but rather low rerationship. The congruence of perc,eption and
reaction for uncertainti of outcome suggests less behavioral
consistency in these situations than for ego. threat. It was
explained earlier tha.t perception is a cognitive process of
assimilating cues from the environment, processing these cues
in the brain based on past experience, and then-using the
derived perception to influence behavioa rlMiscfiefr".t97ff .'
Sport is an uncertain outcome.experience. It seems that, by
the nature of the uncertainty of outcome factor, the accumula-
tion of more experiences into memdry storage will not
necessarily improve the degree of uncertainty feelings in
non-concrete outcome situations, i.e., increased experience
does littIe to alter the uncertain nature of sport outcomes.
Therefore, the fair congruence on this factor seems most
reasonable. Ivlartens (1978) claims that uncertainty of the
outcome and the.importance assigned to the outcome are the
major sources of variance in anxiety behavior of athletes.
,Within the factor uncertainty of outcome, it appears that the'
interpretation based on past events cannot be consistent,
therefore, the fair congruence on this factor seems reasonable.
The perception-reaction congruence for Factor III is .06.
This is due to the fact that Factor III for perception and
reaction do not contain the same characteristics-and, therefore;
are actually d.ifferent factors. In the perception approach
Factor fII is threat of failure. A11 situations loading
highest on this factor for perception have as a binding tie
mistake or failure. Reaction Factor III, however, 'is more'
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anticipatory in nature, and was labeled anticipation. However,
it appears that the importance of Factor_ I allowed it to account
for a large portion of the total variance. Therefore, the
good overall congruence of .77 ,for Factors T, II, and III,
seems to make sense.
fndividual Differences
Through the ttNDSCAL ana■ ysis the ■8 sport situations (Tab■ eS
13~and 乙)'wё Fe=pュottbd‐ in a'tirしetdimenLiona■ Ispace Fbf attx■ ety。
The analysis of the perception dalaグ (Fablざ・
‐
3) flirЬ ihざnsibn.‐ ‐
工′ uncertainty of outcome′  yielded Situation ■0 (waitlng fOr
introductions)′  and situation 2 (varsity tryouts)′  as
weighing lowestF and Situation 16 (in ■ocker room after big
■OSs)′  Situation 4 (in_■ OCker room after game′  expected loss)′
 ヽ                            ま
as weighing highest.  Dimension l was ■abe■ed uncertainty of
outcomeo  The s■ tuations weighing highest seem to have an uncerta■ n
perfOェニllance outcome as a cOmmon thread.
The ana■ysis of DimensiOn ttl yie■ ded Situation ■2
(waiting for introductions)′ Situation 9 (bad P■ ay……Coach
criticizing you)′  Situation ■6 (in ■oCker room after a big
■Oss)′  Situation 3 (you fOu■ ed――tie score)′  situation 4 (in
locker room after an expected ■oss)′ Situation 8 (crowd
directing comments at you)′  and Situation ■0 (■ast game of
a ■-19 season)as weighing ■owest, with Situation ■4           ｀
(waiting for game― ―with parents and gir■ friend in qrOwd)′
situation 6 (fina■ game――undefeated season′  and Situattton 7
ノ
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(time out― ―■ast seconds.of game)as weighing hiohest・   The
situations weighing highest on this dimension seem to have a
great dea■  of ego ■nvo■vement inherent in them′  therefore′
this dimension was ■abe■ ed ego threat.
Ana■ysis of Dimension 工工工 yie■ ded SituatiOn 5 (fai■ ed in
■ast 5 seconds)′  Situation 7 (time out― ―■ast seconds of game)′
as weighing ■Owest′  and Situation ■2 (waiting for introductions)
and situation ■4 (waiting for gamё with parents and gir■ friend
in crowd)as weighing higheste  The highest weighing situationS
´
in this dimens■ on seem to'be anticipat6ry in nature′  therefore′
this dimens■on was ■abe■ ed anticipation.
Tab■e 4 revea■ s the dimension weights foriビ 0ごと言ゴ6n‐■b壬
~｀｀
the ■8 s■ tuations across a■■ ath■etes.  situation ■2 was
perce■ved as elic■ ting ■ow uncerta■nty of outcome and antic■ ―




this map was reacted to as moderate ego threat′  high uncdrtainty′
and high anticipatione  Situation ■ in Tab■e 4 appears to be
perce■ved as high ego threat and anticipation′  and moderate uncer―
tainty.  rn Tab■ e 4 we see that situation ■ was reacted to in a
, anner s■m■■ar to the.perception of situation ■.  Situation ■■
seems to be perce■ ved as e■ ic■ ting ■ow uncerta■nty and anticipa―
tion′  and moderate ego threat (Tab■ e 4).  Within Tab■ e j｀ it is
shown´ that situatiOn ■■ is rёacted to with ■ow uncertainty




Situation ■■ the perception and reaction are a■ so cons■ stent.
Bandura (■ 963)′ CroW and Hammond (■ 957)′  and MiSChe■  (■ 973)
refer to perception as a cognitive process of assimi■ ating
cues from the env■ ronment′  process■ng these cues ■n the bra■ n
based on past exper■ ence′  and then us■ ng the der■ved perception
to ■nf■uence behav■ or.  工t seems that across a■ ■ ath■etes
tested certa■ n situations were perce■ ved as hav■ng more discrete
cues.  It seems that if s■ tuation cues are seen discrete■ y
they w■ ■■ be reacted to more cons■ stent■ yo  This a■ so supports
the findings of Magnusson and Ekeharrlmar (■ 975)′  who investigated
perce■ved s■m■ ■ar■ ty of non― sport s■ tuations.
~■
■ig=うこand・lr=rev9afthet暮ポiei3■∫wOightL・ 6阜 th9・ Cい―
posite locations of each subject across a■■ situations on a■ ■
three dimensions of anxietyo  AS the individua■ dimension weights
are examttned it can be seen that each supject perceive,｀ and      .
｀reacts to the s■ tuations ■n a uniqtteJor ■ndiv■dua■ mannere  Each
ath■ete brings to the same situatibi‐ different experiences′  or
cogn■tive patterns.  Each ath■ ete has his own cogn■ tive schema
which inf■uences his perception and′  as a resu■ t′ his reaction to
the situatione  ln Tab■ e 5′  the athlete dimensio, Weights for
perception′  we find that Subject・ 39 bases his anxiety iesp~Onses― on‐
J´
~ツ   :・   Y´
■ow uncerta■nty of outcome′  ■ow anticipation′  and moderate eσo
threat.  Subject 39′  however′  bases his anxiety responses a■ ong
moderate uncerta■ nty′  moderate anticipaゼ iもn′ and very high egO
threat dimensions (Tab■ e 6).  Subject 33 bases h■ S anxiety respOnses
on ■ow uncerta■nty of outcome′  and moderate anticipation and
ego threat.  Subject ■7 seems to perceive moderate uncertainty
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of outcome, anticipation, and ego threat across the 18 sitira-
tions. Low anticipation, mod.erate ego threat, and high
uncertainty of outcome are the basis for Subject 2ts anxiety
reactions. In determining the perceived basis for anxiety
reactions across all subjects nd consistent pattern-between
lows and highs in the anxiety dimensions was found. This seems
to concur with Martens (1978), who states that the importance
assigned to situational perception influences anxiety. As shown
by the subject map each individual has his own balanace between
the anxiety dimensions and, therefore, his own cognitive
organization or schema
It also seems that, across athletes, greater reaction t
prediction based upon perception information occurred in
Factor I, ego threat. This is consistent with the excellent
perception congruence found for this factor. It appears that,
although athletes have an idibsyncratic cognitive organization,
ego threat seems to have some, very universal cues. These cues
seem -so clear and readily perceived that, -acioss the'h€hletes,
it was the factor with'the highest perception-reaction con-
gruence. It also seems that these cues were perceived and
reacted to very similarly across all athletes. Within this
factor, the athletes had greater predictive consistency of
behavior than within the other two factors.
. It seems that one can make certain predictions about the
behavior of athletes if certain things are known about how the
athletes interpret specific situations. It also seems that






with others. Those athletes wh6 have more orderly co$nitive pro-
ces.ses or perceptions will have greate-r behaviorat consi-stency.
Mediating Variables {
Martens (tg77) states that there is a positive relationship
between ego threat and trait anxiety. This study found a nega-
tive relationship, therefore, did not support Martens' findings..
rt would seem that those individuals who habitualry perceive
situations as directly relating to their feelings of adequacy--
self-esteem and serf-worth--are by nature more anxious. For
those individuars most situations that are competitive in
nature are make-or-break experiences capturing the very essence
of their worthiness. It seems logical that these individuals
are more anxious since they are always investing a great deal
of ego involvembnt in situations. tliis suggests a relation-
ship between ego threat, locus of control, and self-esteem.
The negative relationship found between ego threat and trait
anxiety lacks explanatip.. ft'appears that perhaps s'eIf-esteem
would have been valuable to measure. This may have added an
additional insight into this inconsistency;
Geen (L976) discussed expectancy as the main concept in locus
of control. He suggested that rdinforcement adds sirength to
the pattern of behavior or seguence of events. Although
Hypothesis 5 (external locus of control athletes will- report
more uncertainty anxiety than internal trocus of control athletes)
was not statistically supported, the ANOVA did uphold the expected
d.irection as shown in Table 14 (Geen, L976). Watson and
Bauma1 (L967) and Lefcourt, Lewis, and Silverman (1968)
also support the ielationship between anxiety and locus of
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control stating that internals experience less debilitating
anxiety than externals. It appears .that internals tend to
base their reactions more along past knowledge of similar
situations and. have a greater cognitive capacity in anxiety-
eliciting situations than do externals (Watson & Baumal., 1967).
It appears that this cognitive ability enables the internal
to act more appropriately to task d.emands and thus find more
success from the situation. This is shown in the acceptance
of Hypothesis 9 (those athletes who report their past basket-
ball history as successful will perceive a greater internal
locus of control than athletes who view their past as
unsuccessful). Phares (L957) and Rotter (1965) reported
similar findings in success-failure situations with non-
athletes.
The literature suggests a strong inverse relationship
between success and anxiety (Johnsgard & Ogilvie, 1968; Krot1
& Peterson 1965; Ogilvie, 1968). The statistiial analysis of
Hypothesis 7 (athletes who see their past as being success-
fu1 will report more uncertainty anxiety) also upheld this
relationship. It seems reasonable to expect an athlete who is
consistently successful to become more confident in the outcome
of his performance. Therefore, the cognitive worry over the
outcome of the performance is decreased. which results in
decreased anxiety. AIso the ANOVA exploring the relationship
between ego threat and success was in the expected direction.
This suggests that the successful athlete is also less worried
7t
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about the potential ego threat of each and every situation.
In looking at ability in conjunction with anxiety, it
appears that high ability athletes base their anxiety reactions
along low uncertainty of outcome dimensions. This seems to be
consistent because one would expect that individuals with high
ability would find more success a great percentage of the
time, therefore, the expected result of a situation would be
less uncertain for them. Hypothesis 10 (athletes who i5erceive
their ability as high will have low competition anxiety) also
was found to be statistically significant. The cognitive worry
aspect of anxiety seems to have been lessened for these indi-
viduals since the acceptability of the expectancy of positive
results in.the situation is greater than lhe acceptability,oh
negative results. Heusner (L9521 ',and'tiofr lairit'-pLtets-oif":(I-965)'
found that individuals of greater abi.lity were more emotionally
stable, placid, self-confident, and self-assured.. These
characteristics would imply a low level of anxiety. One would
also expect that, Lf as stated in Hypothesis 8, athletes who
see their ability as high will report more anticipation
anxiety, then this would support the relationships the
literature suggests between ability and. anxiety. This hypo-'
thesis was rejected., however, the relationships shown by the
ANOVA's were in the anticipated direction. It seems natural
to seek experiences that one feels competent in doing, in
general, high ability suggests competence.
Within this thesis the relationship between SCAT and the
anxiety dimensions were the strongest. This seems to make sense
since SCAT is a measure of competition trait anxiety, and
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the major thrust of this thesis is the measurement, definition,
and. explanation of athletes' anxiety reactions.
Despite the consistent finding in connection with SCAT,
the amount of behavioral variance explained was not as high -as
anticipatdd. It appears that there are several causative
factors relating to this. Due to the scarcity of previoirs
research in this area, this study took on an exploratory
orientation. Consequently, the initial course of thought was
unrefined. The testing instruments were iirtuitively based,
however, they have'laid inroads for future study. Existing
literature made possible the choice of intuitively plausible
independent variables. It appears, however, that the choice
of locus of control as a mediating variable because of its
implied relationship to self -dsteem was not as tieddtious; fS-ttib
literature suggested. A separate measure for self-esteem was
discussed but omitted for administrative reasons. Perhaps this
variable might have had an impact if it had been included.
Summarv
One of the main purposes of this study was to investigate
the relationship between perception of and red.ction to
anxiety-eliciting sport situations in an attempt to give
insight into why athletes behave -as they do in specific situ-
ations. The perception-reaction match, or congruence be'tween
s_port situation perception and projected sport' situation
reaction, was .77.
Through the INDSCAI procedure three-dimensional maps
depicting individual and group data were constructed. It was
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shown that perception is an' individual, idiosyncraticr'cognitive
-orientation
Through tfre aXOVa tests the relationships between the
anxiety d.imensions and the mediating variables were explored.
SCAT seemed to have the strongest relationship which seems to
be.congruent since it is a measure of anxiety. Locus of control
seemed to have the smallest relationship to the anxiety dimen-
sions. The relationship between locus of control and self-
esteem that was implied by the literature does not appear to
be supported in these data. Perhaps a separate measure of
self-esteem should have been included.
lTHACA COLLEGE LIBRARY
, Chapter VI
suMI4ARy, CONCLUSTONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Summarv
This thesis ihvestigated the nature of anxiety reactions
in basketball. The study probed attrlet'ei::p"r""pdlo";
of and reactions to anxiety-eliciting =po.t situations in an
attempt to give insight into why athletes behave as they do
in specific situatioi:s. Five paper-and-pencil inventories,
all d.esigned to Lscertain id.iosyn-cr'atic aspects of the athletes'
cognitj-ve schemas that influence perception of situations,
were employed to facilitate.this invbstigation.
Subjects (ry=aO) were selected from four ECAC Division I
and III varsity and junior varsity basketball tbams during
the L979 basketball season. Each athlete was administered the
following five paper-and-pencil inventories :''..S-n inveiito'iy
of'anxiousness in basketball, personal behavior scale (PBS),
similarity of basketball situations, Illinois Competition
Questionnaire (SCAT), and the personal assessment questionnaire
(PAQ)
Upon analysis of the individ.ual differences data,
three-dimensional solutions were., found for perception and
reaction. The dimensions were labeled as follows: -uneertafnty
of outcome--Dimension f, ego threat--Dimension II, and antici-
pation--Dimension fIf .
The analysis of individual differences across athletes
- was naturally based on three-dimens.ional solution=*of p"r""pti.in
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and reaction responses. Through these it was shown that,there
are personal, idiosyncratic, cognitive schemas that wirl
affect perception and reaction.
Through factor match analysis the relationships between
perception of and reaction to anxiety eliciting sport situations
were assessed. Factor r was.shown to be ego threat. Factor rr
was shown to be uncertainty of outcome. However, for per-
ception, Factor rrr was shown to be threat of failure, and.
for reaction Factor rrr was anticipation. The coefficiehd-
of congruence for the perception and the reaction data for
Factor r was .95, for Factor rr was .38, and .06 for Factor
III. The overall coefficient of congruence was .77 .
The ANovArs conducted on some of the possibre causative
agents of anxidty responses found significance at the .05 level
for uncertainty of outcome by competition anxiety, competition
anxiety by ability, and competition anxiety by success. The
ANOVATs accepted using the .10 levet of significance were
ego threat by competition anxiety, uncertainty of outcome by
success, and uncertainty of outcome by ability. The test
of directionality of all hypotheses revealed that L2 of 15
Conclusions
After completing the research the investigator feels
justified in making the following conclusions:
1. Situations perceived as similar are responded to in
d similar way.
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2. Athletes' anxiety reactions in sport situations are
distributed along ego threat, uncertainty of outcome', and
anticipation dimensions.
3. There are p6rsonal cognitive schemas that will affect
perception.,and reactions.
4. Athletes who exhibit high competition anxiety see
less ego threat .in sport situatiofrs than athletes with low
competition anxiety. 
t
5. External locus of control athletes do not report
more uncertainty anxiety than internal locus of control
athletes. \
6. External locus of control athletes do not report
more ego threat anxiety than internal locus of control
athletes.
7. Athletes who perceive their ability as high do not
report more anticipation anxiety. --
8. Athletes who see their past as being successful do
not report more uncertainty anxiety.
9. Those athletes who report their past basketball
history as successful perceive a greater internal locus of
control than those athletes who view their past as. less
successful.
10. Athletes who perceive their ability and success as
high have low' competition anxiety.
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Recommendations for Further Study
After the completion of the study the researcher" suggests
the following recommendations for further study':
1. A replication of the study omitting the locus of
control variable, using instead self-esteem.
2. Further studies in other sport areas using appropriate
situational scales.
3. Further s.tudies investigating the reliability and
validity of the measurement too1s.
4. Further si.udies devising methods to verify reported
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YOU ARE ON THE TEAM BUS APPROACHING THE SITE OF
AN IMPORTANT AWAY GAME.
CARD #■
■。  Get an "unQasy fee■ ing"        A  B  C  D  E
not at a■ ■           very
2. Reactover-emotionally A B C D E-,- of at all very much
3. Want to avoid situation A B C D E
not at all very much
4. EnjgytheChallenge A B C D E
very much not at all.
5ti Mouth gets dry                 A  B  C  D  E
not at a■ ■           very much
6.  Experience nausea              A  B  C  D  E
not at a■ ■           very much
7. Seek experiences like A B C D E
, this very much not at all
8. Get a "choking feeling" A Bi C D E
not at all very much
9. Feelexhilarat6dand A B C D E
thrilled very much not dt all
■0。  Hands tremb■ e                  A  B  C  D  E
not at a■ ■   ́        very much
11. Get"flutteredfeeling" A B C D E








Below are 30 statements about various topics. They have been
collebted fbom different groups of people and represent a variety of
opinions. There are no right or wrong answers. For every s'tatement
there are large numbers of people who agree and disagree. P1ease
indicate whether you agree or disagree with each statement as follows:
i
Circle SA if you @. '
Circle A if yor, .gi.".
Circle D if you disagree.
Circle SD if you strong disagree.
Please read each statement carefully and be sure that you indicate
the,response that most closely corresponds to the way Xg personallyfeel. Record your response on the answer sheet.
1. Sometimes I impulsively d.o things that ,at other times f
definitely would not let myself do.
2. Someiimes I feet that I don't have enough coirtrol over the
direction my life is taking.
3. It is relatively e4sy for me to behave in a manner very different
from the way I would want to behave.
4. I often realize that despite my best efforts some outcomes seem
to happen as if fate planned it that way.
5. In my case what I want has little- or'nothing to do with luck.
1"5. Little in this world controls me, I can do what f decide to db.
' 7. In the long run people receive the respect and good outcomes
they work for.
8. Success in dealing with other people seems to be more a matter of
the other person's moods and feelings at the time rather than
. onets own actions.
9. When things "r. 
goirrg well for me I consider it due to a run of
good luck.
10. It isnrt wise to plan too far ahead because most things turn out
to be a matter of good or bad misfortune anyhow.
11. If they want to, people can control their immediate wishes and
. not let'these motives determine their total behavior.
,L2. Life is too full of uncertainties.
13. Sometimes I do not understand how I can have such- poor luck.
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L4. Some people ,seem born to succeed while others .seem born to f ail.
15. Success is mostly . *.tter of good breaks.
16. I feel that many people cotild bb described as victimS-of
circumstances beyond their control.
L7. There is no such thing as luck, what happens to me is a
result of my own behavior.
18. Most people don't realize the extent to which their lives are
controlled by aicidental happenings.
19. A great deal that happens to me is probably just a matter
of chance.
20. Many times I feel that we might just as well make many of our
decisions by. flipping a coin.
2L. It is possible for me to behave in a manner very differently
from the way I would want to behave.
22. I feel that I have a great deal of influence over the
way other people behave
23. Much of the time the future seems certain and predictable to me.
24. Peoples' misfortunes result from the mistakes they make themselves.
25. Many times the reactions of people seem haphazard to me.
26. There is not much use in worrying about things. What will
be will be.
27. I believe that a person can really be a master of oners own fate.
28. I usually feel in control of what Irm doing.
29. It is usually true of successful people that their good breaks
will outweigh their bad breaks.
30. I have usually found that what is going to happen will happen
as a consequence of my own actions.
APPENDIX C
PERSONAL ASSESSMENT QUEST工 ONNAttRE
Nヽame:
Institution3_
Please mark X in the space that best represents your personal
assessment of the statements. Example: r.f you have arways
been on winning basketball teams, mark x in the left hand space;
if you have'been on as many winning as losing basketbarl teams,
mark X in the middle space.
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